TESSELLATIONS I PATTERN AND INSTRUCTIONS
Made by Brigitte Giblin
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This pattern is for personal use only

TESSELLATIONS QUILT made by Brigitte Giblin
In this quilt, motifs or geometric print fabrics are specifically chosen for the impact they will
have when “fussy cut” and placed to resemble a kaleidoscope. Each block enables you to
create a different look, depending on the placement of prints and colours. This quilt can be
English paper pieced or hand pieced. Finished size: approx 70” square
Materials for the quilt:
•
9 fat quarter panels , e.g. shot cottons, on which to appliqué the blocks
•
1.3m (1 ½ yards) outside border fabric
•
30cms (1/3 yard) fabric for the corner blocks
•
30cms (1/3 yard) striped fabric for the thin border
•
25cms (1/4 yard) approx suitable fabric for the joining star centres
•
30cms (1/3 yard) suitable print for the joining star points
•
Template plastic – 1 sheet
•
Hand sewing tools: needles, cotton threads and scissors
•
2B pencil
And for each of the nine blocks:
•
4-5 different geometric and print fabrics suitable for fussy-cutting – 6 or 12 repeats of
each motif will be required
•
A large print for the centre hexagon
•
Optional ** pre-cut papers to make the 9 blocks (available from www.brigittegiblinquilts.com)
The Tessellations papers pack contains: 100 x 2 ½ inch equilateral triangles
								
100 x 2 ½ inch squares
								
50 x 2 ½ inch 60-degree diamonds
								
10 x 2 ½ inch hexagons

TIPS FOR FUSSY CUTTING TESSELLATIONS:

Each block is made up of either 4 or 5 different fabrics. This quilt uses very bright fabrics
which would normally fight with each other for dominance if used randomly in a quilt. It
would just be a mess of colour with no order. The trick is to put ORDER into your fabrics by
balancing the colours, the prints and the tones. Firstly, divide your fabrics into 2 groups:
cool colours and warm colours. This makes the task of selecting the next fabric to use much
easier.
Warm colours: reds, pinks, oranges, mellow-yellows, purples
Cool colours: blues, aquas and turquoises, greens, lime-yellows, greys, violets
Using equal quantities of warm and cool colours will give overall balance of colour to your finished quilt with no one colour being too dominant.
Another way of achieving balance is to use a variety of prints: big and small floral motifs,
spots, repeat motifs, stripes or geometrics and solids.
The third way of achieving balance is to vary placement of light and dark tones. Too many
dark tones in one block will give a “black hole” effect and too many light tones together will
wash out that block. Using very light or very dark tones in small quantities will add just the
right amount of sparkle.
As well as adding interest to the blocks, colours, prints and tones can be used to emphasize
or tone down a section of work depending on how you use them.
Start with the centre – choose a fabric with a big print – this is the biggest piece in the block.
Next choose fabric for the squares (2nd biggest piece). You can either “pull” a colour from
the centre into these squares by choosing a fabric from the same colour group or you can
contrast. Look at the quilt photo to see how effective the use of matching colour or contrasting colour is, and which effect you are going for.
For the diamond (or 2 equilateral triangles) between the squares: consider using a stripe
or border print. You can use a stripe to link the squares (this creates an inner plate), or to
separate them depending on how you use your stripe. You can also create a spinning effect
by placing stripes (or motifs) on the diagonal.							
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Try a different look with each block – it is a wonderful way to play with colour and print. It’s
all about fussy-cutting fabrics to get the most out of them.
When choosing fabrics for the outer edge of your “plate”, consider the background colour. The
colour used on the outer edge of your plates should contrast with your background for maximum effect, e.g.: if you use a warm coloured outer edge triangle fabric, it will stand out on
a cool colour background. This will make your plates, where all your hand work is, the focal point of your work and your plates will “pop” out from the background. If, however, you
match outer edge fabric and background – cool/cool or warm/warm – your hand work will
merge with the background.
Experiment by placing your finished “plate” on different colour backgrounds.
Fussy-cutting is all about repeating the same motif or the placement of geometric prints to
gain the maximum visual impact.

THE BLOCK:

each block is a 12-sided shape. There are two variations.

Block A is made up of: a centre hexagon; 6 squares; 6 half-diamonds between the squares;
12 half diamonds and the12 outer triangles
Block B is made up of: a centre hexagon; 6 squares; 6 diamonds; 6 half-diamonds and the
12 outer triangles

METHOD:

choose the method you will use to piece the blocks. You can either English
paper piece the blocks with purchased pre-cut papers, or you may prefer to hand piece each
block without papers.
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ENGLISH PAPER PIECING and WHIP-STITCHING

(Tip: try using a number 9 or 10 milliner/straw needle. It is a fine, long needle, making it
ideal for basting and whip-stitching)
Using the paper shapes as a guide, make accurate clear plastic cutting templates, including
½-inch seam allowance. Mark the seam allowance and the centre on the templates to help
with fussy-cutting, as per the diagrams.

diagram 2 - make clear plastic templates with 1/2 inch seam
allowance for English paper piecing and mark the centre of
each shape for fussy cutting.

Trace around each shape on the right side of fabrics with a 2B pencil, ensuring you have the
right number of repeats. Fold and then baste the seam allowance over the papers, folding
the fabric over on each corner and making soft folds on the tips of triangles and diamonds so
that you can flip the seam allowance over when whip-stitching the shapes together. See diagram 3. Always work in the same direction. Try not to pin, but if necessary, use paper clips
or small pins on the fabric side so that your thread does not get caught up on pins.

Diagram 4 - whip stitching

To whip-stitch, hold 2 shapes together so that the edges are facing you – a small bulldog clip
can be used to hold the shapes together. Knot your thread and insert the needle under a
corner so that the needle comes out on the point. Sew straight across the 2 edges, catching
only 1 or 2 threads and spacing stitches about 1/16th inch apart, so that you have 16 stitches
per inch. If you have difficulty inserting your needle or you are catching the paper, then the
fabric is basted too tightly over the papers. Whip-stitching: see diagram 4. Whip-stitch the
shapes together in continuous sequence: first, sew the squares to the centre hexagon, next
sew the diamonds and half-diamonds, and lastly, sew the half-square triangles to the outer
edge. Press, remove the basting and papers, and then baste around the outer edge in preparation for appliqué. Press the blocks again.
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METHOD 2 – HAND PIECING THE BLOCKS

If you choose this method, make accurate templates of the finished shapes and use these to
mark the wrong side of your fabrics. Add ¼ inch seam allowance when cutting your shapes
and stitch together using a small running stitch on the marked lines. When the block is sewn
together, baste a ¼ inch turning all around the outside edge in preparation for appliqué.
Press the blocks.

APPLIQUEING THE BLOCKS

Each completed block is appliquéd to a 17-inch (16 ½ inch finished) background square.
Centre the blocks on the background square so that 4 of the edge triangles line up with the
sides of the square. See diagram 5. Pin and then baste in place. Appliqué to the background
square with thread to match the top fabric.

Diagram 5 - centre the block within the background square
so that 4 of the edge triangles line up with the sides of
the square.

QUILT ASSEMBLY

Use the photograph as your guide to block placement. Balance the overall colours in your
quilt by placing similarly coloured blocks opposite each other. If you have one unpaired block,
place it in the centre.
Trim each of the 9 background panels to 17” square, taking care to centre the appliquéd
blocks. Sew the 9 squares together in 3 rows of 3 squares each, and then sew the 3 rows
together to make up the 9-patch quilt centre.

JOINING STARS

Note: ¼” seam allowance is used in the joining star pattern pieces. Cut a template for each
of the shapes including the ¼” seam allowance. From the star fabrics cut:
4 star shapes for the centre seams; 8 half-star shapes for the sides, and 4 quarter-star
shapes for the corners.
Piece the stars using ¼” seam allowance. Make ¼” turnings of the points to the wrong side.
Pin and then baste the stars in place. Note: the outside raw edges of the half and quarter
stars are left unturned – they are placed level with the outside edge of the quilt centre. Appliqué the stars to the centre, sides and corners of the quilt. See diagram.
Sit the centre star points on the seam lines; and the half and quarter star edges on the raw
edge of quilt.

														
Place the joining stars on the background seams
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THIN BORDER

From the striped fabric, cut 5: 2” wide strips, selvedge to selvedge. Trim the selvedges and
then sew the strips together to make one long strip. Sew a border strip to each side of the
quilt centre, leaving a 2” overlap on each corner for mitring.

OUTSIDE BORDER

From the corner block fabric, cut 4: 10” squares.
From the outside border fabric, cut: 5, 10-inch wide strips, selvedge to selvedge. Trim the
selvedges and then sew the 5 strips together to make one long strip. Sew a border strip to
each side of the quilt centre, cut in line with the edge of the thin border. Cut two more border strips for the other two sides to the exact length - 53” with seam allowance. Sew a corner square to each end of the strips, and then sew to quilt centre, matching corner seams.

FINISHING

In keeping with English paper pieced quilts, this quilt has no batting or quilting – it is simply
backed and used as a decorative coverlet. A fringe was stitched to the edge of the quilt between the backing and quilt top, and turned to the right side through an opening on the side,
which was then slip-stitched closed.
Visit www.brigittegiblinquilts.com to purchase pre-cut papers for the Tessellations quilt.
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joining star square
cut 4

quarter square
cut 4

Tessellations I Joining star templates
with 1/4” seam allowance

half square
cut 8

half star point
reverse template
for other side
cut 12
+ 12 rev.

star points
cut 24

Brigitte Giblin-TESSELLATIONS

internal sides are 2.5 inches long

TESSELLATIONS PATTERN PIECES
FINISHED SIZE

outside edge

outer edge triangles

TESSELLATIONS PATTERN PIECES - FINISHED SIZE
SIDES ARE 2.5 INCHES LONG

Examples of Tessellations I blocks - Brigitte Giblin quilts

Close up pictures of Tessellations I blocks

